COVID-19 and other infectious diseases threaten the safety of heroic healthcare workers. The Sentinel EZ BioHood by ILC Dover offers 100x the protection of an N-95 mask, providing superior respiratory protection to healthcare workers on the frontline and enabling them to provide continued care to patients. The hood’s unique design makes it intuitive to use, easy to clean, store, and workers do not need to be fit-tested to wear it effectively.

**FEATURES**

**Superior protection**
- 1,000 APF* provides 100x the protection of an N-95

**Easy to clean**
- Unique barrier film construction makes it easier to clean than traditional head covers

**No fit-testing required for wearers**
- Adjustable up to 5 sizes in 1 single-size product
- Reduces logistic burden of carrying multiple sizes

**Easy to store**
- Compact, lay flat design frees storage space by 50%

**Comfortable to wear for long operations**
- Breathable loose-fitting neck cuff
- Internal head band provides good stability
- Provides ability to use stethoscope

**Wide range of view**
- Features a wraparound Clear Visor for superior visibility
- Healthcare worker is clearly visible to the patient
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**Infectious Disease PAPR**

Sentinel EZ BioHood is NIOSH approved (TC-21C-1130) as a loose-fitting hood designed to work with the ILC Dover Sentinel XL® blower system.

**Flexible Protective Solutions**
We improve efficiency while safeguarding people, product, and infrastructure in hazardous conditions.
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**LET’S GO BEYOND BOUNDARIES TOGETHER.**
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